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Abstract
Insects act as vectors for diseases of plants, animals and humans. Replacement of wild insect 
populations with genetically modified individuals unable to transmit disease provides a potentially 
self-perpetuating method of disease prevention. Population replacement requires a gene drive 
mechanism in order to spread linked genes mediating disease refractoriness through wild 
populations. We previously reported the creation of synthetic Medea selfish genetic elements able 
to drive population replacement in Drosophila. These elements use microRNA-mediated silencing 
of myd88, a maternally expressed gene required for embryonic dorso-ventral pattern formation, 
coupled with early zygotic expression of a rescuing transgene, to bring about gene drive. Medea 
elements that work through additional mechanisms are needed in order to be able to carry out 
cycles of population replacement and/or remove existing transgenes from the population, using 
second-generation elements that spread while driving first-generation elements out of the 
population. Here we report the synthesis and population genetic behavior of two new synthetic 
Medea elements that drive population replacement through manipulation of signaling pathways 
involved in cellular blastoderm formation or Notch signaling, demonstrating that in Drosophila 
Medea elements can be generated through manipulation of diverse signaling pathways. We also 
describe the mRNA and small RNA changes in ovaries and early embryos associated from Medea-
bearing females. Finally, we use modeling to illustrate how Medea elements carrying genes that 
result in diapause-dependent female lethality could be used to bring about population suppression.
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Insects act as vectors for a number of important diseases of humans, animals, and plants. 
Examples include malaria and West Nile (humans and birds), dengue, yellow fever, 
lymphatic filariasis, chikungunya, and Chagas disease (humans), Rift valley fever and 
trypanosomyasis (humans and livestock), and plant diseases such as Huanglongbing (citrus), 
Almond leaf scorch, Pierces disease (grapes), and zebra chip disease (potato) (1). 
Replacement of the wild population with insects engineered to be unable to transmit disease 
provides a method of disease prevention that complements traditional vector control 
methods. Population replacement is attractive as a disease prevention mechanism because it 
is species specific, does not involve the use chemicals, involve gross modification of the 
environment, or require direct contact with the disease hosts (humans, animals or plants). 
Perhaps most importantly, it is in principle self-sustaining, providing protection over large 
areas even if other vector control strategies suffer gaps in coverage.
Transgenes that mediate disease refractoriness are unlikely to confer an overall fitness 
benefit on insects that carry them (2, 3, 4). Therefore, an essential component of any 
population replacement strategy is a gene drive mechanism that will ensure the spread of 
linked transgenes to genotype or allele fixation in a modest number of generations following 
release. A number of gene drive mechanisms have been proposed (5, 6), but only one, 
Medea, has been engineered and shown to drive replacement in a wildtype population, in 
Drosophila (7). A Medea selfish genetic element consists of two chromosomally-located, 
tightly linked transgenes: one that encodes a toxin inherited by all progeny of Medea-
bearing mothers, and a second that encodes an antidote active in the zygote. Medea spreads 
by causing the death of non-Medea-bearing progeny of Medea-bearing mothers (Figure 1A), 
thereby causing a relative increase in the population frequency of the Medea-bearing 
chromosome (Medea-bearing chromosomes and their non-Medea-bearing counterparts are 
hereafter referred to as Medea and non-Medea alleles, respectively) (8–12). In the absence 
of family level selection, Medea-bearing individuals and alleles experience no direct benefit 
from this killing, but non-Medea alleles experience Medea-dependent death (a fitness loss) 
in each generation that is dependent on the Medea allele frequency. Whenever the average 
cost associated with the Medea allele is less than that associated with the non-Medea allele, 
a Medea element located on an autosome spreads, with the population ultimately consisting 
of Medea-bearing heterozygotes and homozygotes. When Medea is located on the X 
chromosome in a X/Y male heterogametic species, Medea is predicted to spread to allele 
fixation, with wildtype alleles being completely eliminated. (12).
We previously generated synthetic Medea elements through maternal expression of 
microRNAs designed to silence the expression of a maternally-expressed transcript, myd88, 
whose product is required in the embryo for dorso-ventral pattern formation. Maternal 
expression of these small RNAs created a pre-toxic state, a loss of maternal myd88, which if 
left unopposed led to the death of all embryos. Zygotic rescue in this case was mediated by 
expression of a tightly linked transgene, encoding a microRNA-insensitive version of the 
myd88 transcript lacking target sites present in the endogenous transcript, driven by a 
transient early zygote-specific promoter (Figure 1B) (7).
There are several reasons why it is important to be able to create Medea elements that work 
through additional mechanisms. First, while the Toll pathway and Myd88 are likely to be 
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required for dorso-ventral pattern formation in many if not all insects, key components may 
be supplied zygotically rather than maternally in some species (e.g. (13)), which would 
prevent maternal silencing from causing embryonic lethality, a prerequisite for Medea-
dependent drive. In addition, the genes that make up synthetic Medea elements and their 
transgene cargo will inevitably be subject to mutation. First, the toxin encoding miRNAs, or 
the promoter driving their expression, can mutate to inactivity. This leads to the creation of 
antidote-only alleles, which are resistant to Medea-dependent killing but do not drive. If 
these chromosomes have a higher fitness than those carrying intact Medea elements, the 
former will spread at the expense of the latter, potentially resulting in the appearance of 
wildtype individuals capable of disease transmission (11). Second, genes mediating disease 
refractoriness can also mutate to inactivity. If this loss of function results in a Medea-bearing 
chromosome with increased fitness as compared to chromosomes carrying an intact Medea 
element, the former will spread at the expense of the latter, also resulting in the appearance 
of individuals capable of spreading disease. Finally, principles of risk management argue 
that it is always desirable to be able to greatly decrease the frequency of, or eliminate, a 
particular transgenic modification from a wild population, if desired.
One strategy that addresses the above issues, albeit not always perfectly, involves creating 
second-generation Medea elements that carry a new toxin, a new antidote, and if needed a 
new set of transgenes designed to bring about disease refractoriness. If second generation 
elements are located at a different position in the genome from first generation elements, the 
former will spread, creating a population with both elements. If instead a second generation 
element is located at the same position in the genome as the first generation element - and it 
also carries a copy of the first generation antidote - this element should spread into the wild 
population at the expense of the first generation element in the same way first generation 
element spread at the expense of wildtype (7) (Figure 1C). Thus, for an autosomal element 
carrying a fitness cost, the frequency of a first generation elements will be greatly decreased, 
but it will not eliminated (it will persist in heterozygous combination with the second 
generation element at a frequency that depends on the relative fitness difference between 
first and second generation elements) (12). In contrast, an X-linked second-generation 
element is predicted to completely eliminate a first generation element from the population. 
These manipulations do not restore the pre-transgenic state, but they do allow one to carry 
out multiple cycles of population replacement, with distinct cargoes, or an element with no 
cargo (when the goal is primarily to decrease the frequency of, or remove, a particular gene 
for disease refractoriness from the population) being driven into the population during each 
cycle. A critical prerequisite for each of these strategies is the availability of multiple, 
independent toxin-antidote combinations able to show Medea-based gene drive.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Engineering novel Synthetic Medea elements
In order to generate a synthetic Medea element through zygotic rescue of a maternal loss-of-
function phenotype one needs genes whose expression occurs maternally, but whose 
products are not required until after the initiation of zygotic transcription. Two genes with 
these characteristics are discontinuous actin hexagons (dah, CG6157) and O-
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fucosyltransferase 1 (o-fut1, also known as neurotic, CG12366). Dah is membrane-
associated protein required in Drosophila for proper formation of the metaphase furrow 
during syncytial blastoderm stages, and cellularization during blastoderm formation (14). 
Maternal loss of dah results in 100% embryo lethality and embryonic death is not rescued 
when embryos inherit a wildtype copy of the gene from the father, indicating that dah 
mRNA and/or protein must normally be provided maternally. Dah is a member of the 
dystrotelin branch of the family of proteins that also includes dystrophins and dystrobrevins 
(15). Clear Dah homologs are present in all sequenced Drosophila species and in 
mosquitoes, but are not obvious in other sequenced insect species such as beetles 
(Tribolium), wasps (Nasonia) or Honeybees (Apis mellifera). More distantly related 
dystrotelins are found throughout the animal kingdom, though functions for many remain to 
be determined. O-fut1 is required for Notch signaling in Drosophila (16) (17), with maternal 
loss resulting in a neurogenic phenotype, in which excess neurons are produced at the 
expense of embryonic epidermis (16). As with dah, loss of maternally-provided O-fut1 
cannot be rescued through inheritance of a wildtype copy of the gene from the father. O-fut1 
fucosylates Notch, and this modification is required for many Notch-dependent signaling 
events. O-fut1 also plays a non-enzymatic role as an ER chaperone that promotes Notch 
folding (18) (19), and as an extracellular component essential for Notch endocytic 
trafficking. O-fut1 homologs are conserved throughout the animal kingdom, as is its role in 
Notch-dependent signaling (20).
We engineered synthetic Medea elements based around dah and o-fut1 using the same 
architecture used to generate Medeamyd88(7). In order to silence the expression of dah or o-
fut1, we generated for each gene a transcription unit (the toxin) encoding an 2-mer of two 
synthetic miRNAs, designed to base pair with 100% complementarity to the relevant target 
transcript. Synthetic miRNAs were generated using the mir6.1 backbone, as described 
previously (7). The expression of each miRNA multimer was driven by a modified version 
of the maternal-specific bicoid (bcd) promoter. Adjacent to each of these transcription units 
we placed a second transgene (the antidote) encoding a version of either dah or o-fut1 
recoded so as to be resistant to silencing by the maternally-deposited synthetic miRNAs, 
with expression being driven by the transient, early promoter from the bottleneck (bnk) gene 
(21). Elements carrying both toxin and antidote genes are known as Medeadah and 
Medeao-fut1. Flies carrying these constructs are characterized below.
We also generated Medea elements based around maternal silencing and zygotic rescue of a 
number of other genes known to have maternal-effect lethal loss-of-function phenotypes 
(unpublished observations). For seven of these, pelle (22), tube (23), almondex (24), bloated 
tubules (25), concertina (26), anillin (27) and torso (28), we did not observe maternal effect 
killing, presumably due to inefficient gene silencing, possibly coupled with low levels of the 
maternal product being sufficient to provide sufficient activity for normal development. 
These elements were not characterized further. For two other genes, groucho (gro), a 
transcriptional co-repressor required for multiple aspects of early embryonic development, 
including neurogenesis, sex determination and segmentation (29), and trunk (trk), a ligand 
for the receptor Torso, required for specification of the embryonic termini (30), we were 
able to create Medea elements that showed strong maternal-effect lethality, with 100% of 
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embryos derived from matings between heterozygous mothers and wildtype fathers dying 
(construct details provided in the methods). Medeagro also showed zygotic rescue behavior. 
However, rescue was imperfect and often resulted in male-biased sex ratios. These elements 
did not show drive when introduced into a non-transgenic population at an allele frequency 
of 25%, as described previously (7). In the case of Medeatrk elements, no zygotic rescue was 
obtained.
The above results indicate that it can be difficult to silence maternal gene expression, and 
that even when good maternal silencing is achieved, it may also prove difficult to replace the 
needed product through zygotic expression in a way that restores normal development. In 
the case of gro-based Medea elements, it is likely that specific zygotic levels of gro are 
important, with bnk-drive expression of the rescuing transgene resulting in inappropriate 
levels that disrupt multiple signaling pathways (29). In the case of trk-based Medea elements 
the reasons for lack of rescue are unclear. Injection of trk mRNA into embryos from 
homozygous mutant trk mothers has been shown to rescue embryonic pattern formation, 
albeit at a low frequency (31). It is possible that, as with gro, timing and levels of protein 
expression are critical. While we cannot draw strong conclusions from this limited data set, 
our results may suggest that genes whose products provide a necessary condition for a 
process, but whose expression is not sufficient to drive the process (adaptors such as myd88 
and dah), are better candidates than those whose expression drives a process in a dose-
dependent manner (signal transduction effectors such as gro and trk).
Medeadah and Medeao-fut1 show maternal-effect lethal and zygotic rescue behavior
Multiple transgenic lines were generated for each of the above constructs. One line each was 
selected for further characterization. Matings between heterozygous Medeadah/+, or 
Medeao-fut1/+ males (where + indicates a wild-type chromosome) and +/+ females resulted 
in high levels of embryo viability, similar to those for the w118 strain used for transformation 
(Table 1). In addition, ~50% of adult progeny carried Medea, as expected for Mendelian 
segregation without dominant fitness costs. Matings among homozygotes for Medeadah or 
Medeao-fut1 also resulted in high levels of egg viability. In contrast, when heterozygous 
Medeadah/+ or Medeao-fut1/+ females were mated with homozygous +/+ males, ~50% of 
embryos died and all adult progeny were Medea-bearing. These observations, together with 
the results of several other crosses (Table 1), indicate that a single copy of each Medea toxin 
is sufficient to induce 100% maternal-effect lethality and a single copy of each rescue 
transgene is sufficient to rescue normal development of embryos derived from mothers 
expressing one or two copies of the toxin.
Medeadah and Medeao-fut1 drive population replacement
The above observations suggested that Medeadah and Medeao-fut1 should drive population 
replacement. To test this prediction we mated equal numbers (1:1 ratio) of hetrozygous 
Medeadah/+ or Medeao-fut1/+ males to WT (+/+) females in separate bottles in triplicate, 
giving rise to progeny populations with Medeadah or Medeao-fut1 present at an allele 
frequency of ~25%. Populations were followed for a total of 20 generations, counting the 
number of Medea-bearing adults each generation, as described previously (7). In all cages 
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non-Medea-bearing individuals disappeared from the population between generations 12 and 
16 (Figure 2).
The observed changes in Medea frequency trailed the predicted rate of increase for a Medea 
element with no fitness cost, with the delay being more extreme for Medeadah than for 
Medeao-fut1. The magnitude of the fitness costs were estimated by calculating the expected 
dynamics for a variety of fitness costs (both additive and dominant), calculating the 
likelihood of the observed data for each fitness cost, and selecting the fitness cost having the 
greatest likelihood (for more details, see the materials and methods). Confidence intervals 
for the fitness costs were then obtained using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling 
procedure (32). We found that additive fitness costs provided a much better fit to the data for 
Medeadah, while for Medeao-fut1, both additive and dominant fitness costs performed equally 
well. Assuming additive fitness costs, we estimate a cost in homozygotes of 27.3% for 
Medeadah (95% confidence interval: 26.8–27.8%) and of 17.4% for Medeao-fut1 (95% 
confidence interval: 16.5–18.2%). The basis for these costs is unknown. It could reflect 
insertion site-dependent effects on the expression of neighboring genes. It could also reflect 
the effects of manipulating the developmental expression of the targeted genes (imperfect 
rescue, for example), or other off-target effects on unknown genes. The results of crosses 
tabulated in Table 1 do not identify any obvious fitness costs associated with survival of 
embryos or adults carrying Medeadah or Medeao-fut1. However, many aspects of life history 
such as response to stress, longevity, and fertility/fecundity remain to be explored. 
Characterization of identical Medea elements inserted at new locations should provide 
insight into whether the costs observed are site-specific or intrinsic to these elements.
These results, in conjunction with our earlier work, demonstrate that Medea selfish genetic 
behavior in Drosophila can be engineered through the manipulation of diverse signaling 
pathways. Each of the pathways targeted - embryonic dorso-ventral pattern formation (33), 
blastoderm formation (34), and Notch signaling (35), requires the products of multiple genes 
in order to bring about normal early embryonic development. Many of these are also 
provided maternally. In consequence, it may - with the caveats noted above - be possible to 
generate Medea elements through maternal silencing and zygotic rescue of those whose 
activity is not required in some other context during oogenesis. Elements generated this way, 
even those that target different components of the same pathway, will function as 
independent, non-cross-rescuing Medea elements.
Our positive results notwithstanding, it remains to be demonstrated that synthetic Medea 
elements can be generated using the above strategy in pest insects. In unpublished work we 
have tried, and thus far been unable to bring about maternal effect killing in the mosquito 
Aedes aegypti in response to maternal expression of miRNAs designed to silence Aedes 
myd88, dah or o-fut1. While transcript levels of the targeted genes are decreased in response 
to miRNA expression, it is possible that remaining levels of maternally deposited product 
are sufficient to bring about normal development. Extensive transcriptional profiling of 
Aedes oogenesis and early embryonic development (unpublished observations) also leaves 
open the possibility that early zygotic transcription of myd88, dah and o-fut1 may provide 
some rescuing activity, limiting our ability to kill through maternal silencing alone. These 
difficulties highlight the fact that the approach to Medea development described herein 
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requires some detailed knowledge of oogenesis and embryonic development with respect to 
when specific transcripts/proteins are required, and how they are provided. This information 
exists for the genes we targeted in Drosophila, and provided the basis for our use of them, 
but it does not exist for other insects. An alternative approach to Medea development 
involves the use of proteins or RNAs that provide a toxic dominant gain of function activity 
that acts in the zygote. If these are generally toxic to insect embryos (though not oocytes), 
this strategy would appear to require less knowledge of the insect under study (primarily 
information relating to promoters and UTRs that provide control over RNA stability and 
protein translation during oogenesis), which may make the system more portable across 
species. In summary, while our results demonstrate that multiple synthetic Medea elements 
can be generated through maternal silencing and zygotic rescue, it remains unclear if this 
design strategy provides a straightforward path to creation of similar elements in other 
insects, for which more limited information is available.
Molecular characterization of Medea-dependent gene silencing
An important unanswered question with respect to the synthetic Medea elements generated 
here and previously (7) is the extent to which the targeted maternal transcripts are being 
silenced, and the levels of synthetic miRNAs associated with these levels of silencing. 
MicroRNA-dependent silencing can occur through translational inhibition and/or transcript 
degradation (36). To provide a minimum estimate of the extent to which maternal myd88, 
dah and o-fut1 were being silenced, we used next generation sequencing technology (RNA-
seq) to measure transcript levels in both the mature oocytes (stage 14, s14) of Medea/+ 
mothers and early embryos (0–1 hr) derived from crosses between these mothers and +/+ 
males. In s14 oocytes transcript levels were decreased by 5.0-fold (myd88), 14.27-fold 
(dah), or 30-fold (o-fut1) with respect to the levels of the endogenous transcripts. Similar, 
though somewhat lower levels of silencing were also observed in the early embryo (0–1 hr): 
4.1-fold for (myd88), 7.12-fold for (dah)and 5.53-fold for (o-fut1) (Figure 3A). The 
somewhat lower level of knockdown in the 0–1 hr early embryo versus the s14 oocyte may 
reflect poly A addition to previously non-polyadenylated transcripts (37). It may also reflect, 
in part, the initiation of zygotic transcription and expression of the rescue transgenes.
To begin to identify the characteristics of synthetic miRNAs able to bring about effective 
silencing of the maternal transcripts discussed above, we sequenced libraries of small RNAs 
isolated from s14 oocytes and 0–1 hr embryos derived from crosses between mothers 
heterozygous for Medeamyd88, Medeadah or Medeao-fut1 and +/+ fathers (Supplementary 
Table 1). We detected the expression of 154 (64.7%) of the 238 total Drosophila 
melanogaster annotated miRNAs in miRbase (v19), with the top 15 expressed miRNAs 
constituting the bulk, between 89.14 and 97.81%, of the total reads mapping to miRNAs. 
modENCODE does not have an equivalent data set, the only related one being small RNAs 
from whole ovaries, which includes all stages of ovarian development (38). Therefore, to 
gain a sense of reproducibility from sample to sample we calculated correlation coefficients, 
comparing levels of miRNAs in wildtype s14 oocytes or 0–1 hr embryos with comparable 
stages derived from Medeamyd88, Medeadah or Medeao-fut mothers (Supplement Tables 2 
and 3). Correlation coefficients were high for DAH (s14=0.84 and 0–1 hr=0.96) and myd88 
(s14=0.91 and 0–1 hr=0.97), but were significantly lower for o-fut1 (s14=0.66 and 0–1 
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hr=0.92). Consistent with this, the rank abundance of the top 20 miRNAs in DAH and 
Myd88 samples were similar (though not identical) to those from wildtype, while those from 
o-fut-1 samples were much less similar. The basis for the low correlation coefficients 
observed with o-fut1 samples requires further exploration. It could be that expression of 
synthetic miRNAs targeting o-fut1, and/or position effects related to the site of Medea 
insertion in the genome, resulted in significant changes in the patterns of small RNA gene 
expression. Alternatively, differences in sample preparation may be responsible.
We calculated levels of synthetic miRNAs in terms of reads per million total reads (RPM), 
and noted their rank percentile abundance with respect to endogenous miRNAs expressed in 
the ovary or embryo to provide a sense of scale (Figure 3C). For all synthetic miRNAs we 
only detected mature miRNAs from the guide strand (Figure 3B). For Medeao-fut1, both 
synthetic miRNAs were undetectable in early embryos, and only one, o-fut1-miRNA-2, was 
observed at low levels in the s14 oocyte (rank percentile of 34). For Medeadah, dah-
miRNA-1 was not detected in the ovary, and was found only at very low levels in the 
embryo. In contrast, dah-miRNA-2 was found at somewhat higher levels in the oocyte and 
embryo (rank percentile of 25% and 20%, respectively). Finally, for Medeamyd88 we 
observed that one miRNA, myd88-miRNA-1, was present at relatively high levels in the 
ovary and embryo (rank percentile of 12% and 5%), while myd88-miRNA-2 was expressed 
at much lower levels.
Given the high correlation coefficients observed in myd88 and dah samples, the observed 
levels of synthetic miRNAs may be an accurate reflection, at least to some extent, of their 
endogenous levels. This cannot be said for the o-fut1 samples. There are several possible 
explanations for why the levels of specific miRNAs in the myd88 and dah samples might be 
low and/or discordant with those of other miRNAs expressed from the same transcript. First, 
miRNAs loaded into Ago1-containing RISC complexes, and bound to targets with perfect 
complementarity, are degraded through a tailing and trimming process, while those bound to 
Ago2-containing RISC undergo 2′-O-methylation at their 3′ ends, which prevents 
degradation through this pathway (39) (40). All of our miRNAs are designed to have perfect 
complementarity with their targets, and while we designed them using rules thought to 
promote loading into Ago2 (41) (42) (43), their actual loading preferences have not been 
determined. Thus, it is possible that Ago-loading preferences are influencing their fate. That 
said, if the low levels of specific synthetic miRNAs we observe in the ovary and early 
embryo result from their degradation subsequent to binding to fully complementary mRNA 
target transcripts while in association with Ago1, the fact that we still observe good maternal 
transcript silencing would suggest that these miRNAs have significant ability to silence prior 
to degradation. In previous work in S2 cells, Ago1-bound miRNAs with perfectly 
complementary to their targets were unable to bring about detectable silencing (44). It will 
be interesting to determine if Ago-1-bound miRNAs behave differently in the ovary.
Preferential processing of specific miRNAs from the polycistronic transcript may also 
contribute the low and/or discordant levels observed for specific miRNAs in a polycistron. 
For example, once processing of one of the miRNAs occurs, if processing of the second 
miRNA is delayed, exonuclease activity may result in degradation of the cleaved precursor 
before processing of the second miRNA occurs (45). Finally, active turnover may promote 
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the degradation of specific mature miRNAs (46). Clearly more work is needed in order to 
understand which miRNAs are bringing about silencing, and which Ago-RISC complex they 
are associated with. Generation of Medea elements that drive population replacement, and 
that express single miRNAs, in conjunction with immunoprecipitation of Ago1- and Ago2-
bound miRNAs from Medea-bearing females, should provide additional insights into the 
characteristics of highly active maternal miRNAs.
Using Medea to bring about environmental cue-dependent population suppression
Here we consider a second possible use of Medea: to bring about population suppression, 
and perhaps eradication, following population replacement with a transgene cassette that 
results in female-specific lethality in response to a specific environmental cue such as 
diapause, which allows many insects to survive long periods of adverse conditions such as 
cold or drought (47) (48, 49). An attractive feature of an environmental cue-dependent 
population reduction strategy is that, in contrast to the use of insecticides, the strategy is 
species specific. A cassette to be driven into the population for such a strategy might consist 
of a gene expressed under the control of a diapause-induced promoter, encoding a transcript 
that undergoes female-specific splicing to produce a toxin in females but not males (Figure 
4). We use discrete-generation difference equations to theoretically explore this idea. We 
consider the Medea element as a single allele, which we denote as “M” and refer to the 
corresponding position on the wild-type chromosome as “m.” A one-locus model can then 
be used for the discrete-generation dynamics. We assume random mating, 100% toxin 
efficiency, and equal fitness costs in males and females having the element in the absence of 
the external cue. We also consider density-dependence. We model the effects of an external 
cue by modulating the fitness costs based on the presence or absence of the cue. In the 
absence of the cue, we consider additive fitness costs of 17.4% in homozygous males and 
females (i.e. sf = sm = 0.174 and hf = hm = 0.5), corresponding to fitted estimates for 
Medeao-fut1, which suffered smaller fitness costs than Medeadah. These fitness costs are 
unlikely to reflect fitness in the wild. They should perhaps be thought of as providing a 
minimum estimate, and are incorporated for illustrative purposes only. In the presence of the 
cue, we consider the case of dominant, female-specific lethality, so that male fitness costs 
are unchanged and female fitness costs are 100% in both heterozygotes and homozygotes 
(i.e. sf = 1 and hf = 1). To focus on mosquitoes as a specific example, if the female-specific 
toxin is under the control of a diapause-specific promoter, then there should be little or no 
fitness cost associated with the presence of this transgene during the ~12 generations of the 
rainy season, while female-specific lethality should result during the ~1 generation of the 
dry season in which diapause occurs. We consider a release at the beginning of the rainy 
season, neglecting seasonal changes in the environmental carrying capacity. Details of the 
model are found in the methods. Here we focus on several important conclusions.
We consider a release of homozygous transgenic males at the beginning of the rainy season 
(generation 1). The rainy season lasts 12 generations, during which time the transgene 
spreads into the population. Then, as the dry season begins (generation 13), transgenic 
females suffer a lethal fitness cost such that the female population is greatly reduced by 
generation 14 (the beginning of the next rainy season), with a consequent drop in total 
population size by generation 15. This scenario is shown in Figure 5A, B. In Figure 5A 
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4,000 transgenic males are released into a wild-type population of 10,000. By generation 13, 
the transgene has almost reached transgene fixation (i.e. almost all individuals have either 
one or two copies of the Medea element); but because transgene fixation is not complete, a 
few wild-type females survive diapause and the population rebounds during the next rainy 
season. However, by the time of the next diapauses (generation 26), the population is 
entirely transgenic and so, this time, the female population collapses at generation 27 and 
there is a total population crash by generation 28. Figure 5B illustrates a scenario in which 
6,000 transgenic males are released. In this case the population is entirely transgenic by the 
time of the first diapause (generation 13). As a result a permanent population crash occurs 
by generation 15.
To summarize, the key result from our modeling is the finding that that an environmental 
cue can be used to bring about a population crash, provided that Medea is given time to 
spread to transgene fixation before the cue appears. Appearance of the cue prior to transgene 
fixation may lead to transient population suppression, but the continued presence of 
wildtype females allows the population to ultimately rebound. However, because Medea-
bearing males are not killed by the cue, population replacement continues, and cue-
dependent suppression can be initiated the next season. While the numbers of Medea-
bearing males that need to be released in order for population replacement to happen within 
one season is high (~1:1 with respect to wildtype males), these numbers are still 
significantly lower than those associated with sterile male release programs designed to 
bring about population suppression, and do not constitute a fundamental limitation of the 
technology (50).
Can the components required to bring about Medea-dependent population suppression be 
created? In the above model the encoded toxin would only be active in females as a result of 
a female-specific splicing event. Genes with these splicing characteristics have been created 
to bring about female-specific killing for other vector-control strategies (51) (52) (53), 
suggesting such a toxin can be generated. However, diapause-specific genes and promoters 
have not yet been identified. In addition, because the cue-dependent transgene causes 
lethality, mutants that lack this activity, or the Medea toxin, which is required for drive, will 
be strongly selected for. Multiple copies of the cue-dependent lethality cassette, and the gene 
encoding the Medea toxin (the maternal promoter and its associated poly-miRNA encoding 
transcript, each copy of which may include multiple miRNAs, targeting different regions of 
the target transcript), can delay the effects of mutation and selection. However, they cannot 
prevent them. Therefore, use of such a technology to bring about a population crash would 
likely be most effective in contexts such as islands in which population size is limited and 
migration of wildtypes into the population is negligible. More detailed ecological models 
will be required to identify specific species and environments in which such a strategy for 
population suppression might be successful.
Methods
Construction of a miRNA’s
The Drosophila miRNA mir6.1 stem-loop was modified to target dah, o-fut1, gro or trk. To 
generate a mir6.1 stem-loop backbone that generates a mature miRNA complementary to 
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one or the other of these target sites we annealed pairs of primers. For example, to make a 
miRNA that targets dah site 1, primers dah-1-f (5′-CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT 
AGG GAA ATA TAT AAC AAT ACA CTA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT-3′) and 
DAH-1-r (5′-ATG TTA GGC ACT TTA GGT ACA GGG AAA TAT ATA ACA ATA 
AAC TAG ATA TGG TAT ATT AAC TTA G-3′) were annealed; to target dah site 2, 
primers dah-2-f (5′-TTA AAC TTA ATC ACA GCC TTT AAT GTA ACC AGG ATG 
CGA ACT ATA CAC TAA GTT AAT ATA CCA TAT CTA G-3′) and dah-2-r (5′-AAT 
GAT GTT AGG CAC TTT AGG TAC AAC CAG GAT GCG AAC TAT AAA CTA GAT 
ATG GTA TAT TAA CTT AG-3′) were annealed; to target o-fut1 target site 1, primers o-
fut1-1-f (5′-AAA CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT AGT TTT ATT ACA TTG ATT 
ACG CTA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT AG-3′) and o-fut1-1-r (5′-AAT GAT GTT 
AGG CAC TTT AGG TAC AGT TTT ATT ACA TTG ATT AAG CTA GAT ATG GTA 
TAT TAA CTT AGC G-3′) were annealed; to target o-fut1 target site 2, primers o-fut1-2-f 
(5′-ATC ACA GCC TTT AAT GTC AGG ATT ATC TAC TTA AAT CCT TAA GTT 
AAT ATA CCA TAT CTA AGT-3′) and o-fut1-2-r (5′-ATG ATG TTA GGC ACT TTA 
GGT ACC AGG ATT ATC TAC TTA AAT ACT TAG ATA TGG TAT ATT AAC TTA 
AGG A-3′) were annealed; to target gro target site 1, primers gro-1-f(5′-CTT AAT CAC 
AGC CTT TAA TGT TAC CAT AAA ACG CTG GCA ACC ATA AGT TAA TAT ACC 
ATA TCT ATG TT-3′) and gro-1-r (5′ TGA TGT TAG GCA CTT TAG GTA CTA CCA 
TAA AAC GCT GGC AAA CAT AGA TAT GGT ATA TTA ACT TAT GG-3′) were 
annealed; to target gro target site 2, primers gro-2-f (5′-TTA ATC ACA GCC TTT AAT 
GTG GAT CAA CTG CCA TCG AAA CAT TAA GTT AAT ATA CCA TAT CTA ATT 
T-3′) and gro-2-r (5′-ATG TTA GGC ACT TTA GGT ACG GAT CAA CTG CCA TCG 
AAA AAT TAG ATA TGG TAT ATT AAC TTA ATG T-3′) were annealed. To build up 
the miRNAs specific to trk we designed a polycistronic strand of 6 unique miRNAs. To 
target trk target site 1, primers trk-1-f(5′-CTT AAA CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT 
GCC AGC CAT GTT TCT GCG TCT ATA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT ATA 
TAC-3′) and trk-1-r (5′ TAA TGA TGT TAG GCA CTT TAG GTA CGC CAG CCA TGT 
TTC TGC GTA TAT AGA TAT GGT ATA TTA ACT TAT AGA-3′) were annealed; To 
target trk target site 2, primers trk-2-f(5′-CTT AAA CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT 
AGA AGA GCT ATC ATC TGG GCT ATA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT ATA TC-3′) 
and trk-2-r (5′ TAA TGA TGT TAG GCA CTT TAG GTA CAG AAG AGC TAT CAT 
CTG GGA TAT AGA TAT GGT ATA TTA ACT TAT AGC CC-3′) were annealed; To 
target trk target site 3, primers trk-3-f(5′-CTT AAA CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT 
ACT GGA TTG ACT TAG GCT TCA ATA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT ATT TA-3′) 
and trk-3-r (5′-TAA TGA TGT TAG GCA CTT TAG GTA CAC TGG ATT GAC TTA 
GGC TTA AAT AGA TAT GGT ATA TTA ACT TAT TGA-3′) were annealed; To target 
trk target site 4, primers trk-4-f(5′-CTT AAA CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT ATG 
CTA TAC TAG TAG CGC CCT TTA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT AAA TG-3′) and 
trk-4-r (5′-TAA TGA TGT TAG GCA CTT TAG GTA CAT GCT ATA CTA GTA GCG 
CCA TTT AGA TAT GGT ATA TTA ACT TAA AGG G-3′) were annealed; To target trk 
target site 5, primers trk-5-f(5′-CTT AAA CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT TAT ACT 
AGT AGC GCC ATT TCA TTA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT AAT TA-3′) and trk-5-r 
(5′-TAA TGA TGT TAG GCA CTT TAG GTA CTA TAC TAG TAG CGC CAT TTA 
ATT AGA TAT GGT ATA TTA ACT TAA TGA-3′) were annealed; To target trk target 
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site 6, primers trk-6-f(5′-CTT AAA CTT AAT CAC AGC CTT TAA TGT ATA CAC GTT 
TAA AAT GTC ACC ATA AGT TAA TAT ACC ATA TCT ATG TT-3′) and trk-6-r (5′-
TAA TGA TGT TAG GCA CTT TAG GTA CAT ACA CGT TTA AAA TGT CAA CAT 
AGA TAT GGT ATA TTA ACT TAT GGT-3′) were annealed. These primary products 
were all then amplified using primers mir6.1 5′ Not1/Fse1/BglII (5′-TCG GGC GGC CGC 
ATT TGG CCG GCC AAA GAT CTT TTA AAG TCC ACA ACT CAT CAA GGA AAA 
TGA AAG TCA AAG TTG GCA GCT TAC TTA AAC TTA ATC ACA GCC TTT AAT 
GT-3′) and mir6.1 3′ Ecor1/Asc1/BamHI (5′-TGA AGA ATT CAT TGG CGC GCC TTT 
GGA TCC AAA ACG GCA TGG TTA TTC GTG TGC CAA AAA AAA AAA AAA TTA 
AAT AAT GAT GTT AGG CAC TTT AGG TAC-3′). These primers add mir6.1 flanking 
sequences that are thought to promote miRNA processing, as well as several restriction sites. 
PCR products were purified with Qiagen (Valencia, CA) PCR purification columns, and 
then digested with several restriction enzymes. For dah-1, o-fut1-1, gro-1 and trk-1 these 
were EcoRI and BamHI, for dah-2, -fut1-2, gro-2 and trk-2 these were BglII and NotI. 
Digested products were then ligated into sry-bcd-GMR (7) cut with EcoRI and NotI, 
generating pBcd-mir6.1-ofut1, pBcd-mir6.1-dah, pBcd-mir6.1-gro and pBcd-mir6.1-trk2. 
The pBcd-mir6.1-trk2 was then digested with Asc1/Bamh1 and the trk-3 miRNA was 
digested with BglII/Asc1 and cloned. This digest/cloning was repeated to sequentially clone 
in trk4, trk5 and trk6 producing a plasmid with 6 miRNAs targeting trk: pBcd-mir6.1-trk6.
Construction of the antidotes and final Medea constructs
Plasmids pBcd-mir6.1-o-fut1, pBcd-mir6.1-dah, pBcd-mir6.1-gro and pBcd-mir6.1-trk6 
were cut with Xho-1. The gypsy insulator was amplified from genomic DNA using primers 
gyp-f (5′-AAG AGA TGT AGA GAT GGC ACA ATT GGT CGA CCT CGA GTC ACG 
TAA TAA GTG TGC GTT GAA TTT ATT-3′) and gyp-r (5′-ATG AGG CGT CCA GGA 
TCC CAT GGG GTT CAT CTA ATG TTT AAA CAA TTG ATC GGC TAA ATG GTA 
TGG CAA-3′). The bnk promoter was amplified similarly using primers bnk-f (5′-TTT TCT 
TGC CAT ACC ATT TAG CCG ATC AAT TGT TTA AAC ATT AGA TGA ACC CCA 
TGG GAT CCT GG-3′) and bnk-r (5′-AGA AGT AAG GTT CCT TCA CAA AGA TCC 
TGG CCG GCC TCG CCG AAT TCG TTG ACG GTT GAA GTA C-3′). The SV40 UTR 
was amplified using primers SV40-f (5′-CGT ACT TCA ACC GTC AAC GAA TTC GGC 
GAG GCC GGC CAG GAT CTT TGT GAA GGA ACC TTA CTT C-3′) and SV40-r (5′-
ATA ATT TGC GAG TAC GCA AAG CTT GGC TGC AGG TCG ACG GAT CCA GAC 
ATG ATA AGA TAC ATT GAT G-3′). All three fragments were ligated together using one 
step recombination technology (54), producing a unique fse-1 cloning site between the bnk 
promoter and SV40 3′ UTR, resulting in plasmids pBcd-mir6.1-o-fut1-gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40, 
pBcd474 mir6.1-gro-gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40, pBcd-mir6.1-dah-gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40 and pBcd-
mir6.1-trk-gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40.
The O-fut1 coding region was amplified from a cDNA library using primers o-fut1-anti-f 
(5′-CAA CAG CAC ATT CGT ACT TCA ACC GTC AAC GAA TTC GGC ATG CAG 
TGG CTC AAA ATG AAG C-3′) and o-fut1-anti-r (5′-ATG TCA CAC CAC AGA AGT 
AAG GTT CCT TCA CAA AGA TCC TTT ACA GCT CCT CGT GCA CGT TTG T-3′). 
One-step recombination technology was used to introduce these into fse-1 digested pBcd-
mir6.1-ofut1-gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40, creating Medeao-fut1. Note that because this o-fut1 
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transcript lacks a 3′ UTR present in the endogenous o-fut1 transcript, it is not silenced by 
mir6.1-o-fut-1 or mir6.1-o-fut1-2, which target the o-fut1 3′ UTR. The dah coding region 
was amplified from a cDNA library using primers dah-anti-f-1 (5′-TCA ACA GCA CAT 
TCG TAC TTC AAC CGT CAA CGA ATT CGG CAT GCT GAG ATC GTC GGT GCC 
CGT-3′) and dah -anti-r-1 (5′-GTT GCC CTG TCC AAC TTG TAA TTG GCG TCT TGA 
TTG AAA TGG CCT AGT TTC TCG CAG GC-3′), and dah -anti-f-2 (5′-GCC TGC GAG 
AAA CTA GGC CAT TTC AAT CAA GAC GCC AAT TAC AAG TTG GAC AGG GCA 
AC-3′) and dah -anti-r-2 (5′-ATG TCA CAC CAC AGA AGT AAG GTT CCT TCA CAA 
AGA TCC TGC TCA CGT GCT GAT GCG CCG CT-3′). One-step recombination was 
used to introduce these products into fse-1 digested pBcd-mir6.1-dah -gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40, 
creating Medeadah. Note that because this dah transcript lacks a 5′ UTR present in the 
endogenous dah transcript, it is not silenced by mir6.1-dah-1 which targets the dah 5′ UTR. 
However, mir6.1-dah-2 targets exon 2 of the CDS in dah and therefore in order to make the 
antidote insensitive to this miRNA we recoded the nucleotide sequence in dah in such that it 
codes for the same amino acid sequence using different codons. The gro coding region was 
amplified from cDNA library using primers gro-anti-f (5′-CAT TCG TAC TTC AAC CGT 
CAA CGA ATT CGG CTT AAT TAA ATG TAT CCC TCA CCG GTG CGC-3′) and gro-
anti-r (5′-CAC ACC ACA GAA GTA AGG TTC CTT CAC AAA GAT CCT GCG GCC 
GCT TAA TAA ATA ACT TCG-3′). One-step recombination was used to introduce these 
products into fse-1 digested pBcd-mir6.1-gro-gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40, creating Medeagro. Note 
that because this gro transcript lacks a 5′ UTR present in the endogenous gro transcript, it is 
not silenced by mir6.1-gro-1 or mir6.1-gro-2 which are engineered to target gro 5′ UTR. The 
trk coding region was amplified in 3 fragments to recode target sites from cDNA library 
using primers for 268bp fragment 1 trk-anti-1-f (5′-GTC AAC GAA TTC GGC TTA ATT 
AAT GTT CTT AAG AAT TCT GTG TCC AAC TAT GAA ATC CCA AAG-3′) and trk-
anti-1-R (5′-GGG CAG CTC GTA CGA CGA TCG CTT ATA GCC TAA GTG GTA TGA 
TTT TTC CTC GGG CTC GCC C-3′) and 296bp fragment 2 trk-anti-2-f (5′-
CGAGCCCGAGGAAAAATCATACCACTTAGGCTATAAGCGATCGTCGTACGAGCT
GCCCTTC-3′) and trk-anti-2-R (5′-ATA GCG TGG AAA GTA GTT GAG TCC GAG 
ATC GAT CCA ATT GAT CTT CGA CGA GCA CTC CCA-3′) and 310bp fragment 3 trk-
anti-3-f (5′-TCG TCG AAG ATC AAT TGG ATC GAT CTC GGA CTC AAC TAC TTT 
CCA CGC TAT ATC CGT TCG-3′) and trk-anti-3-R (5′-CAT TCT AGT TGT GGT TTG 
TCC AAA CTC ATC AAT GTC TAG TAT AGC ATA ACA CAT TCA CAG-3′). One-
step recombination was used to introduce these products into fse-1 digested pBcd-mir6.1-trk 
-gyp-Bnk-fes1-SV40, creating Medeatrk. Note that because this trk transcript lacks a 5′ and 
3′ UTR present in the endogenous trk transcript, it is not silenced by mir6.1-trk-1, which 
targets the dah 5′ UTR, or mir6.1-trk-4, mir6.1-trk-5, mir6.1-trk-6 which target the 3′UTR. 
However, mir6.1-trk-2 and mir6.1-trk-3 target exon 1 of the CDS; in order to make the 
antidote insensitive to these miRNAs we recoded the nucleotide sequence in trk such that it 
codes for the same amino acid sequence using different codons.
Transgenesis and Population cage experiments—Germline transformants were 
generated in a w1118 background using standard techniques, by Rainbow Transgenic Flies, 
Inc (www.rainbowgene.com, Newbury Park, CA). All fly experiments were carried out at 
25°C, ambient humidity in 250 ml bottles containing Lewis medium supplemented with live 
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dry yeast. Fly rearing was carried out in a light tight chamber placed in an incubator or in a 
darkened incubator. For all drive experiments three populations of 50 wildtype w1118 (+/+) 
males and 50 males heterozygous for either dah (w1118/Y; Medeadah/+) and o-fut1 
(w1118/Y; Medeao-fut1/+) were each independently crossed with 100 wildtype w1118 
females in separate bottles in triplicate. For all sets of experiments flies were allowed to lay 
eggs for four days, after which adults were removed. Progeny were allowed to develop, 
eclose and mate for another 10 days. All adult progeny were collected at this single 
timepoint and their genotypes determined using eye color as a marker (no Medea, w1118 = 
white eyed; Medea/+ = yellow/orange eyed; Medea/Medea = darker red eyed). Following 
counting, progeny were transferred to fresh bottles and allowed to lay eggs for four days, 
and the cycle repeated.
Embryo and adult viability determination—Adult viability for the crosses presented 
in Figure 2 was determined as follows. 50 adult males of the indicated genotype were 
allowed to mate with 50 virgin females in bottles supplemented with dry yeast for three 
days. 10 bottles were established for each cross. Adults were then removed. Adult progeny 
from each bottle were collected, genotyped and counted (either directly or by weighing and 
comparing with a standard) for 10 days following eclosion of the first progeny. For embryo 
viability counts, 2–4 day old adult virgin females were allowed to mate with males of the 
relevant genotypes for 2–3 days in egg collection chambers supplemented with wet yeast 
paste. On the following day, a 3 hr egg collection was carried out, after first having cleared 
old eggs from the females through a pre-collection period on a separate plate for three hrs. 
Embryos were isolated into groups of 100 and kept on an agar surface at 25°C for 48–72 hrs. 
The % survival was then determined by counting the number of unhatched embryos. Four 
groups of 100 embryos per cross were scored in each experiment, and each experiment was 
carried out three times. The results presented are averages from these three experiments. 
Embryo survival was normalized with respect to the % survival observed in parallel 
experiments carried out with the w1118 strain used for transgenesis.
Total RNA Isolation
Total RNA was extracted from WT (+/+) and heterozygous MedeaM-DAH/+ or 
MedeaM-O-fut1/+ females stage 14 oocytes and 0–1 hr staged embryos. Samples were flash 
frozen at specific time points and total RNA was extracted using the Ambion mirVana 
mRNA isolation kit (Ambion/Applied Biosystems, Austin, TX). All sample collections were 
staged in the incubator at a relative humidity 60%, 25°C with a 12 hour/12 hour light cycle 
until the desired time point was reached, then immediately flash frozen. Following the 
extraction, RNA was treated with Ambion Turbo DNase (Ambion/Applied Biosystems, 
Austin, TX). The quality of RNA was assessed using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Aglient 
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and the NanoDrop 1000 UV-VIS spectrophotometer 
(NanoDrop Technologies/Thermo Scientific, Wilmington, DE). RNA was then prepared for 
sequencing using the Illumina mRNA-Seq Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina San Diego, 
CA).
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Small RNA Extraction, Cloning, and Sequencing
Twenty micrograms of total RNA from each time point was size fractionated in 15% TBE-
Urea polyacrylamide gels. For both the s14-oocytes and 0–1 hr embryo time points, an 18–
32 nt band was excised and sequenced. Ethanol precipitated RNA was ligated to an HPLC 
purified 3′ linker using T4 RNA ligase (Ambion/Applied Biosystems, Austin, TX) and then 
purified in a 15% TBE-Urea polyacrylamide gel. Ligation products were recovered by high-
salt elution following electrophoresis. A HPLC purified 5′RNA linker was ligated to the 
RNA using T4-RNA ligase, and the RNA was purified in a 15% TBE-Urea polyacrylamide 
gel. Ligation products were recovered by high-salt elution following electrophoresis. 
Reverse transcription using SSIII (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was performed, and cDNA was 
amplified using Phusion polymerase (Finnzymes Oy, Espoo, Finland). Amplified cDNA 
libraries were purified using a 2% agarose gel prior to sequencing using the Illumina 
Genome Analyzer II system. Linker and primer sequences are indicated below: 3′ Ligation 
linker: Modban (AMP-5′p=5′pCTGTAGGCACCATCAATdideoxyC-3′); 5′ Ligation Solexa 
Linker (5′-rArCrArCrUrCrUrUrUrCrCrCrUrArCrArCrGrArCrGrC 
rUrCrUrUrCrCrGrArUrC-3′); 3′ RT primer: BanOne (5′-ATTGATGGTGCCTACAG-3′); 5′ 
PCR primer Sol_5_SBS3 (5′-AATGATACGGCGACCACCGAACACTCTTTCCCT 
ACACGACG-3′); 3′ PCR primer Sol_3_Modban (5′-
CAAGCAGAAGACGGCATACGATTGATGGTGCCT ACAG-3′).
Poly(A+) Read Alignment and Quantification
The poly(A+) reads were processed and aligned to a reference index we generated for the 
Drosophila Melanogaster genome (obtained from www.flybase.org), usingTopHat v1.4.1 
(55). Reads were aligned using both default parameters. TopHat incorporates the Bowtie 
v0.12.7 algorithm to perform the alignment (56). The aligned read files were processed by 
Cufflinks v0.9.3 (57) Cufflinks uses the normalized RNA-Seq fragment counts to measure 
the relative abundances of transcripts. The unit of measurement is Fragments Per Kilobase 
of exon per Million fragments mapped (FPKM).
Small RNA Read Alignment and Quantification
The 5′ and 3′ adapter sequences for the small RNA reads were removed using custom pearl 
scripts requiring a minimal match to the adapter sequence of 6bp, and a minimal size of 
18bp and maximum size of 32bp (sequences for the adapters are noted above. The trimmed 
sequences were aligned to the Drosophila Melanogaster reference genome using bowtie 
v0.12.7, allowing no mismatches and unlimited alignments/read. We determined the small 
RNA abundance using custom in house pearl scripts in which we quantified the read count 
per million of mapped reads (RPM) for each genomic position. Each endogenous miRNA 
was determined by merging the genomic coordinates from miRbase v19 with our genomic 
coordinates using custom perl scripts. Levels of all endogenous miRNAs were quantified in 
terms of RPM and ranked according to expression level. Levels of synthetic miRNAs were 
quantified in terms of RPM, and in terms of rank and rank percentile with respect to the 
subset of endogenous miRNAs.
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Fitness cost calculation—We modeled Medea dynamics assuming random mating, 
discrete generations and 100% toxin efficiency. The proportions of the kth generation that 
are WT, heterozygous and homozygous for Medea are denoted by uk, vk and wk, 
respectively. Considering all possible mating pairs, and taking into account that WT 
offspring of heterozygous mothers are unviable, the genotypes of embryos in the next 
generation are described by the ratio ûk+1: v̂k+1: ŵk+1, where,
(1)
(2)
(3)
Normalizing these ratios and taking into account fitness costs, the genotype frequencies in 
the next generation are given by:
(4)
(5)
(6)
Here, s and hs represent the fitness costs associated with being homozygous or heterozygous 
for the element. For additive fitness costs, h = 0.5, and for dominant fitness costs, h = 1. 
Wk+1 is a normalizing term given by,
(7)
The likelihood of the data was calculated by assuming a binomial distribution of WT and 
red-eyed individuals, and by using the model predictions to generate expected proportions 
for each fitness cost, i.e. by calculating the log-likelihood,
(8)
Here, Ri,k and WTi,k are the number of red-eyed and WT individuals at generation k in 
experiment i, and the expected genotype frequencies are fitness cost-dependent. The best 
estimate of the fitness cost is that having the highest log-likelihood. 95% confidence 
intervals were estimated using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling procedure.
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Modeling a Medea-dependent population crash
Population frequency model: Releases of Medea individuals are likely to be all-male, since 
male mosquitoes don’t bite and male agricultural pests don’t lay eggs. Additionally, the 
external cues envisaged may induce a gender-specific fitness cost. For this reason, we 
consider a model allowing for different genotype frequencies among males and females. We 
denote the proportion of the kth generation that are females having the genotypes mm, Mm 
and MM by uf,k, vf,k and wf,k, respectively. The corresponding proportions for males are um,k, 
vm,k and wm,k. By considering all possible mating pairs, the genotype frequencies in the next 
generation are given by,
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
Here, sf and hfsf represent the fitness costs associated with being homozygous or 
heterozygous for the Medea element in females, sm and hmsm represent the corresponding 
fitness costs in males, and σk represents the proportion of embryos that survive to maturity. 
This is given by,
(15)
Using these difference equations, the equilibria, thresholds and time-series dynamics of the 
Medea element can be calculated. From previous analyses (7) (12), we know that a Medea 
element released into a population above a certain fitness-dependent threshold will spread to 
transgene fixation, meaning that all individuals will eventually be either heterozygous or 
homozygous for the construct. The threshold is particularly difficult to derive, but is 0 for a 
fitness cost of 0 and increases monotonically with fitness cost magnitude.
Discrete population model: A stochastic model can be used to theoretically explore the 
idea of using Medea to induce a population crash because, in this way, discrete populations 
and the concept of 0 population size can be considered. Density-dependence is also an 
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important consideration because, at low population sizes, larval competition is reduced and a 
single female can produce more offspring that survive to adulthood. We adapt a general 
density-dependent model (58) of the form,
(16)
Here, Nk represents the absolute population size at generation k, R0 represents the average 
number of offspring produced per insect that survive to adulthood in a density-independent 
population (or the average number of female offspring that each female gives birth to), and 
α represents the strength of density-dependence. This last term is related to the carrying 
capacity, K, of the habitat by,
(17)
For agricultural pests under field conditions, R0 typically ranges between 3 and 11; but 
could be much higher in some populations (50) (59). We assume a default value of R0 = 7, 
and a carrying capacity of 10,000.
We adapt this model to account for the fact that the number of offspring in the next 
generation is determined by the number of adult females – an important consideration as we 
consider male-only releases of Medea homozygotes, and the external cue we envisage 
causes female-specific lethality. We also adapt the model to account for the fact that the 
maternal toxin is early-acting, leading to offspring lethality prior to larval competition, and 
hence unviable offspring do not contribute to density-dependence. On the other hand, we 
assume that fitness costs associated with the construct are late-acting, manifesting 
themselves at the adult stage and hence not reducing the strength of density-dependence. 
Similar assumptions are made in models of other genetic population suppression systems 
(60).
Taking these considerations into account, the total expected population size at generation k
+1 is given by,
(18)
Here, Nf,k represents the female population size at generation k, and 2R0Nf,k represents the 
number of male and female offspring that females give birth to, neglecting offspring 
lethality and density-dependence. The population size that is subject to density-dependence 
is given by 2R0Nf,kσl,k, where σl,k represents the proportion of offspring that survive to the 
larval stage. Finally, σk represents the proportion of offspring that survive to mate, and is 
given in equation 15. It is worth noting that, for an entirely wild-type population, we recover 
the general density-dependent model in equation 16 since 2Nf,k = Nk and σk = σl,k = 1.
With this density-dependent framework in place, we integrate the population genetics of the 
Medea element into the model. At generation k, we denote the number of females having 
genotypes mm, Mm and MM at generation k by Uf,k, Vf,k and Wf,k, respectively. The 
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corresponding numbers for males are Um,k, Vm,k and Wm,k. This framework allows us to 
express the female population size at generation k by,
(19)
and the total population size at generation k by,
(20)
The genotype frequencies at generation k are therefore,
(21)
Equations 1–7 then describe the expected genotype frequencies in the next generation, and 
the proportion of offspring that survive to the larval stage is essentially equation 15 without 
fitness costs, i.e.
(22)
Having calculated the expected total population size at generation k+1, using equation 18, 
the expected numbers of individuals having each genotype at generation k+1 is given by,
(23)
(24)
Stochastic effects are modeled by sampling the number of individuals having each genotype 
from a Poisson distribution with a mean equal to the expected number of individuals having 
this genotype. This has the effect of discretizing the population, which is appropriate for 
modeling a population crash. Illustrating this calculation for Mm females, an absolute 
population size of Vf,k+1 can be calculated from an expected population size of Ȳf,k+1 by 
sampling from the Poisson distribution,
(25)
This procedure can be repeated for all six genotypes, so that the total population size at 
generation k+1 becomes,
(26)
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Considering a release of Xm,0 males homozygous for the Medea element at generation 0, the 
initial condition is given by,
(27)
(28)
Subsequent releases of Xm,k male homozygotes at generation k, can be modeled by making 
the following substitution,
(29)
We consider a single, all-male release representing 50% of the population at the time of 
release, i.e. Xm,0 = K.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Medea genetics, molecular basis of synthetic elements, and cycles of population 
replacement
Mothers carrying Medea cause the death of all progeny that fail to inherit Medea (A). 
Synthetic Medea elements consist of two genes. Maternally-expressed miRNAs (the toxin) 
silence (red line during oogenesis) the expression of a maternally-expressed transcript (grey 
line) that normally provides a product essential for early embryonic development. Rescue of 
Medea-dependent maternal-effect lethality occurs when progeny inheriting Medea express a 
version of the silenced maternal mRNA sufficient to rescue normal development (green 
line). Progeny that fail to inherit Medea die because the endogenous levels of the 
maternally-deposited mRNA (red line during embryogenesis) are insufficient for normal 
development (B). Second-generation Medea elements (n+1) carrying a new cargo, a new 
toxin, a new antidote, and a copy of the antidote from the previous generation (n), drive into 
a population at the expense of a first generation element (n), when both elements are located 
at the same position in the genome so as to force them to compete for germline transmission 
(C).
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Figure 2. Medeadah and Medeao-fut1 drive population replacement
Fraction of the adult population that is transgenic is plotted versus number of generations for 
both Medeadah (thin blue lines) and Medeao-fut1 (thin green lines). Expected transgenic 
frequencies for a Medea with no fitness cost (s = 0) are indicated by the black line. Predicted 
behavior of Medea elements with fitness costs corresponding to best-fit estimates Medeadah 
(bold blue line) and Medeao-fut1 (bold green line) were derived from actual Medeadah and 
Medeao-fut1 behavior. 95% confidence intervals are indicated by light green and blue 
shading. s = additive fitness cost in Medea homozygotes.
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Figure 3. Molecular characterization of stage 14 oocytes and 0–1 hr embryos from mothers of 
specific genotypes
Levels of myd88, o-fut-1 and dah mRNA determined using RNA-seq (expressed as 
Fragments per kilobase per million reads, FPKM) in wildtype stage 14 oocytes and 0–1 hr 
embryos from wildtype mothers and wildtype fathers (+/+), and from oocytes and embryos 
derived from heterozygous Medeamyd88 (green bars), Medeadah (blue bars) or Medeao-fut1 
(red bars) mothers crossed to (+/+) males. Asterisks indicate the number of replicates (A). 
The structures of the miRNAs used to silence dah, o-fut1, and myd88 are indicated. The 
orange shaded region indicates the predicted miRNA guide strand; the yellow shaded region 
represents the miRNA* strand. Horizontal arrows indicate sites of Drosha and Dicer 
cleavage (B). Small RNA reads for synthetic miRNAs were expressed as reads per million 
reads (RPM), which normalizes read count to the size of each library. To provide a sense of 
scale, the expression levels of synthetic miRNAs were also compared to those of 
endogenous miRNAs expressed in the ovary, both in terms of absolute rank and in terms of 
rank percentile.
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Figure 4. Hypothetical Medea elements carrying a cargo transgene cassette able to induce cue-
dependent female killing
The Medea illustrated carries a cargo gene consisting of a diapause-specific promoter (DSP) 
driving a toxin that is only synthesized as an intact protein in response to female-specific 
splicing (B). Chromatin insulators (Ins), female specific splicing events (FSS), and 3′ 
untranslated regions (UTR) are indicated.
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Figure 5. Modeling the ability of Medea elements carrying genes that cause cue-dependent 
female lethality to bring about population eradication
4,000 males homozygous for a Medea carrying a transgene cassette that induces diapause-
dependent female killing are released into a total wild population of 10,000. The fate of the 
total population (red line), transgenics (blue line), and females (green line) are followed for 
30 generations. Diapause occurs in generation 13 and generation 26 (A). 6,000 transgenic 
males are released into the wild population as above (B).
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